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Synchronization of power inverters in islanded
microgrids using an FM-modulated signal
I. Patrao, R. González-Medina, S. Marzal, G. Garcerá, Member, IEEE and E. Figueres,
Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract — A microgrid can operate in island mode, isolated
from the main grid during certain time intervals. When operated
in island mode, the electronic converters of the microgrid must
keep the voltage and frequency of the microgrid inside the
desired range. The converters of a microgrid can be classified
into three groups: grid-feeding, grid-supporting and gridforming power converters. The grid-forming converters operate
as a voltage source, and require an external synchronization
signal provided by the Microgrid Central Controller (MCC).
Both the noise and the delay in the synchronization signals
received by the grid-forming converters are critical issues, which
deteriorate the quality of the microgrid voltage and may overload
those converters. The synchronization signals must be robust and
suitable for operating in noisy environments.
In this paper, the synchronization signal is frequencymodulated (FM) to be transmitted, being robust against noise.
The transmission is done through an industrial RS-485 line with
a low delay. The demodulation is performed with a low
computational load by the control processors of the grid-forming
power converters.
Index Terms — Microgrids, Grid-forming converters,
Synchronization, Voltage-source, Islanded operation
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I. INTRODUCTION

ew trends in the distribution of electric energy point to
microgrids [1] as a scenario in which a part of the
electrical grid can be disconnected from the main grid during
certain time intervals for security, quality of service or
economic issues [2]. In this context the distributed generators
and the power electronic interfaces operating in the microgrid
are critical for the reliability of the system. A typical AC
microgrid is a cluster formed by three different type of
devices: distributed generators, energy storage systems
(batteries, flywheels, ultracapacitors, etc) and loads.
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE) provides the following definition for the distributed
generators: “The generation of electricity by facilities
sufficiently smaller than central generating plants as to allow
interconnection at nearly any point in a power system” [3]. So
that, the maximum power of a distributed generator is limited
to a few megawatts (10-50 MW) [3, 4]. However, most
distributed generators feature a maximum power below
200kW and operate by means of power electronic converters
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[5,6].
The power converters used in the distributed generators of
an AC microgrid can be classified into three groups,
depending on their operation principle: grid-feeding, gridsupporting and grid-forming power converters [7].
A grid-feeding power converter behaves as a current source
that injects power into an ‘established’ microgrid. These
converters are not capable of setting the microgrid voltage and
frequency on their own; they just provide power to the
energized loads. The current injection must be accurately
synchronized with the grid voltage to avoid the injection of
reactive power, usually by means of a phase-locked loop
(PLL) algorithm [8].
Grid-supporting power converters behave as synchronous
generators, adjusting their output frequency and voltage as a
function of the active and reactive power delivered. The usual
control scheme is commonly known as ‘droop control’ [9-15],
which makes possible to operate a grid-supporting power
converter in combination with a grid-forming converter or
with other grid-supporting converters. The droop control
method does not strictly require any kind of communication
signals among converters, but it´s usual to include some
communications to improve both voltage and frequency
regulation and the power sharing among the distributed
generators on stream [11, 16].
Grid-forming power converters nearly behave like an ideal
AC voltage source, setting the amplitude and frequency of the
microgrid voltage. As voltage sources, these converters have a
low output impedance, requiring their parallel operation an
accurate synchronization among them [7]. By programming a
virtual output impedance of the grid-forming power converters
it is possible to manage the power sharing between them, so
that grid-forming converters of different nominal power levels
can work together to set the voltage and frequency of a
microgrid.
Grid-forming power converters can be synchronized by
means of an external synchronization signal generated by a
microgrid central controller (MCC) [11, 17], which allows the
parallel operation of a great number of this kind of converters
(figure 1). Moreover, the MCC can manage the reconnection
of the islanded microgrid with the electrical grid, adjusting the
phase and frequency of the microgrid to agree with those of
the grid before reconnecting. The accurate synchronization of
the microgrid phase and frequency before reconnection avoids
large transients of active and reactive power after reconnection
[18].
It is difficult to start an islanded microgrid composed by
several low power generators if the loads draw more power
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than that available in a single converter. This is also known as
‘black start’, which is an issue under discussion in distributed
generation [19]. Using grid-forming converters operating in
parallel by means of an external synchronization signal
provides a behavior similar to that of a single AC voltage
source whose nominal power is the sum of those of the
converters on stream, enabling a smooth start of the microgrid.

Feeder 1
Circuit
breaker
Loads

Batteries

Photovoltaic
modules

Feeder 2

Static
Switch

Circuit
breaker
Loads

Grid

Photovoltaic
modules

Ultracaps
Wind
generator

Fig. 1. Microgrid Central Controller (MCC) in an AC microgrid

In this paper it is proposed a frequency-modulation (FM)
technique for sending a grid-frequency synchronization signal
through a copper twisted-pair from the MCC to the distributed
generators operating as grid-forming converters. The FM
modulation provides a high robustness against noise and
voltage drop in the transmission wire.
The synchronization signal is used by the grid-forming
converters as frequency and phase reference for generating the
output voltage. With all the converters perfectly synchronized,
the use of an output virtual impedance permits to connect
them in parallel.
In this paper two grid-forming converters operating in
parallel in an islanded microgrid have been tested. They feed
an islanded load regulating the output voltage, i.e. the
microgrid voltage. The purpose of this paper is to present a
synchronization technique among grid-forming inverters. The
used load-sharing technique is a simple one which offers
acceptable results.

Hz), and the frequency sweep is ±100 Hz (Δf=100 Hz), so that
the frequency of the square signal is in the range 9.9 kHz –
10.1 kHz. A microgrid frequency of 50 Hz has been chosen
for the analysis. Thus, the square signal sweeps from 9.9 kHz
to 10.1 kHz with a periodicity of 20ms (50 Hz).
The sweep range of ±100 Hz has been chosen to avoid
digital resolution problems in the controller of the gridforming converters during the demodulation process. If an
application requires a narrow frequency sweep, this could be
achieved with a carefully design of the frequency
measurement for the specific microcontroller used in that
application. The aim of this paper is to provide a methodology
that can be used in a wide range of applications.
The modulation process is shown in figure 2. The signal
with the frequency (fGRID) and phase information of the grid
voltage is modulated in frequency giving rise to a square
signal with a variable frequency which is sent through a
transmission medium, e.g. a CAT5e twisted pair, with a
propagation delay lower than 1µs/100m [20].
In the modulation stage the synchronization signal (x =
cos(2·π·fGRID·t) ), in the range ±1, is transformed into a
frequency sweep around the carrier signal frequency (Frec =
FC + Δf·x). In the next step the frequency information (Period
= 1/FC) is loaded into the PWM unit of a microcontroller to
obtain a 50%-duty square signal of variable frequency. This
digital signal, TTL/CMOS output of the PWM hardware unit,
is introduced into a transceiver (e.g. an RS-485 transceiver)
and transmitted through the physical medium.
Neither the voltage noise nor the voltage drop in the
transmission wires will affect the information, since it´s coded
in the frequency instead of in the voltage amplitude.

II. GENERATION AND TRANSMISSION OF THE
SYNCHRONIZATION SIGNAL
A. FM MODULATION
To avoid the influence of the voltage drop in the
transmission wires or noise problems, the synchronization
signal is modulated in frequency (FM). The proposed
modulated signal is a square waveform, easy to generate by
means of the PWM unit of a microcontroller, i.e. using a fixed
50% duty cycle and changing the period dynamically. The
frequency adopted for the carrier signal is FC=10 kHz, much
higher than the frequency of the modulated signal (50 or 60

Fig. 2. Modulation stage

B. DEMODULATION
The digital controller of any grid-forming converter in the
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between the current injected by each generator, so that
reactive power is generated or absorbed by the generators,
even with pure-resistive loads.
Figure 4 shows a pair of grid-forming converters (with
output voltages V1 and V2) connected in parallel forming a
low voltage microgrid that feeds a resistive load (RLOAD). The
impedance of the electrical lines is assumed resistive, since the
low-voltage cabling presents a negligible inductance.

Fig. 4. A pair of generators forming a microgrid

The current phasors for both generators can be calculated
as shown in (1-2). Without loss of generality, in the following
analysis the phase of V1 has been assumed the phase origin
=
( =
∠ ), being
∠
If the RMS values of V1 and V2 agree and the phase of the
current vectors is small, the phase of the currents I1 and I2 can
be calculated as shown in (3-5). Note that the phase angles of
the currents I1 and I2 drawn from generators #1 and #2 are
proportional to ϕV2 , but with opposite signs, i.e. the reactive
power generated by unit #1 will be consumed by generator #2.
The voltage phasors are generated from the synchronization
signal, so that different delays in the signals received in the
generators is a critical issue.
· 1+

=

+

microgrid has to be capable of demodulating the FM signal
with a low processing overhead. In this case a Texas
Instruments TMS320F28335 Delfino microcontroller is
responsible for capturing the square signal and calculating its
period using the compare-and-capture hardware unit [21], thus
being a very fast and reliable process.
The inverse of the period, read by the capture-and-compare
unit, is the instantaneous frequency of the modulated signal.
The frequency information is introduced into the demodulator
stage, which rebuilds the original signal for the power
converter synchronization (Figure 3).
The demodulator stage uses a phase-locked loop (PLL),
shown in figure 3, to rebuild the synchronization signal from
the frequency signal generated by the compare-and-capture
unit. The output signal of the demodulator stage is in the range
±1, so it can be used directly to generate a sinusoidal output
voltage reference, avoiding the use of trigonometric operations
in the digital signal controller.
All the grid-forming converters are internally programmed
with the same RMS value for the grid voltage reference. The
grid voltage reference is multiplied by the output signal of the
demodulator to obtain the instantaneous output voltage
reference of each grid-forming converter on stream.

+

−
+

·
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+

−
+

·
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Fig. 3. Demodulation stage.

C. THE DELAY ISSUE
The synchronization signal can be received with a small
time delay between the converters because of the different
physical location of the grid-forming converters in the
microgrid. The different delays in the synchronization signals
received by the generation units produces a small delay
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The time delay in the synchronization signal received by
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distributed generators placed in different physical locations is
mainly due to the propagation delay of the signal over the
transmission medium. Considering a maximum length of 1km
between the most distant distributed generators and using a
CAT5e twisted pair wire (with a delay lower than 1µs/100m)
the delay will be lower than 10µs. This delay is equivalent to
ϕV2=0.18º phase difference in the synchronization signal. Even
if the ratio RLOAD/RX results in a high value, the phase
difference of the currents and the injected reactive power will
be kept in low values. This is illustrated in table I for different
values of load impedance (RLOAD) and output resistances (R1
and R2) for a given value of ϕV2 of 0.18º, corresponding to a
long distance (1km).
TABLE I: PHASE OFFSET BETWEEN OUTPUT CURRENT (ΦV2 = 0.18º)

RX
Inverter #1: 1kVA
Inverter #2: 1kVA

R1 = 5Ω
R2 = 5Ω

Inverter #1: 2kVA
Inverter #2: 1kVA

R1 = 2.5Ω
R2 = 5Ω

Inverter #1: 5kVA
Inverter #2: 1kVA

R1 = 0.5Ω
R2 = 5Ω

RLOAD
52.9Ω
(1 kW)
26.5Ω
(2 kW)
52.9Ω
(1 kW)
17.6Ω
(3 kW)
26.45Ω
(2 kW)
10.6Ω
(5 kW)

ΔϕI
-3.9º
-2.1º
-5.9º
-2.1º
-10.7
-4.4º

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Two inverters have been configured as grid-forming
converters to operate in parallel feeding a microgrid. As it can
be observed from fig. 1, the MCC sends the synchronization
signal to the distributed generators on stream. In the
experimental prototype we have used an Agilent 33220A
waveform generator as MCC to synthesize the modulated
synchronization signal and to send it to the transmission
medium. Each one of the inverters has its own
TMS320F28335 controller to perform its primary control and
the demodulation of the synchronization signal. The same RS485 transceiver (Texas Instruments SN65HVD10) is used in
both inverters to convert the synchronization signal from RS485 to a TTL signal. The use of an RS-485 transmission
medium and the hardware qualification of the inputs avoids
the need of any kind of filtering, reducing to the minimum the
time delay in the transmission of the signal.
All the captures have been obtained by means of a
Yokogawa DLM4038 8-channel oscilloscope.
The demodulated synchronization signals, with the
frequency and phase information, are shown in figure 5, where
it is observed that the synchronization signals of both inverters
present the same phase and frequency (fGRID). To show the
demodulated signals an i2c DAC converter (Texas Instruments
DAC7578) has been used for each inverter.

FM modulated
synchronization signal

Demodulated
synchronization signal
in inverter 1

Demodulated
synchronization signal
in inverter 2

Fig. 5. Demodulated synchronization signals

The output virtual impedance, RV, of each power converter
is calculated to produce a 10% drop of the nominal grid
voltage at its maximum power, as shown in equation (5). The
EN 50160 norm stablishes a maximum voltage variation in the
range ±10%. The no-load output voltage reference of the gridforming converters is set to 230VRMS+5% (241.5VRMS).
Therefore, at full power the output voltage is 230VRMS-5%
(218.5VRMS). Thus, the microgrid voltage varies in the range
230VRMS±5%, within the limits of the EN 50160. In a first test
the inverters are configured as shown in table II, with the same
nominal output power (1kVA).
=

∆

=

∆
(5)

TABLE II: GRID-FORMING CONVERTERS CONNECTED IN PARALLEL

Nominal Output Voltage
Nominal Output Power
Output Virtual Impedance

Inverter 1 Inverter 2
230V@50Hz
1 kVA
1 kVA
5Ω
5Ω

A 1 kW highly resistive load is connected to the microgrid
formed by both inverters, showing the results of figure 6.a.
The microgrid voltage is shown in both channel 1 and channel
3 of the oscilloscope (yellow and pink traces), those channels
are used together with channels 2 and 4 for the internal power
measurements of the oscilloscope. The total power at the load
is 1 kVA (dark blue trace). Inverter #1 delivers 530.2 VA
(53% of its nominal output power, green trace), whereas
Inverter #2 delivers 503.5 VA (50.4% of its nominal output
power, light blue trace). As expected, the load sharing is done
according to the nominal power of the inverters on stream, and
each one is operated around 50% of its nominal power. If the
load is incremented to 2 kVA the power is equally shared
between the converters, providing each one around the 100%
of its nominal power (figure 6.b). The small displacement
power factor that appears in the output currents increases the
output current of the inverters, but the output apparent power
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is only slightly higher than the active power, so that the
inverters can deliver that extra power without overload.
Microgrid
voltage

Microgrid
voltage

Load
current
Inverter 2
output current

Load
current

Inverter 1
output current

Inverter 2
output current
Inverter 1
output current

a)
a)
Microgrid
voltage

Microgrid
voltage
Load
current

Load
current
Inverter 2
output current

Inverter 1
output current
Inverter 1
output current

Inverter 2
output current

b)
Fig. 6. Load sharing with resistive load and equal nominal power of the
inverters. A) Load = 1 kW b) Load = 2 kW. (Axis scales: 100V/div; 5A/div)

The inverters have been also tested feeding loads that draw
reactive power. In the first test, a highly inductive load of 1
kVAr is powered (figure 7.a). Next, an RL load with a poor
power factor (PF) of 1kW + 1kVAr (1.41kVA, PF = 0.71) is
tested (figure 7.b). With the highly inductive load inverter #1
delivers 426.1 VA (42.6% of its nominal output power) and
inverter #2 delivers 663.9 VA (66.4% of its nominal output
power). With the RL load the power delivered by inverter #1
is 702.8 VA and the power delivered by inverter #2 is 756
VA. Thus, inverters are loaded at the 70.3% and 75.6% of
their maximum capacity, respectively.
Besides, a non-linear load with a crest-factor (CF) of 1.6
and a displacement power factor (DPF) of 1 is connected in
the microgrid (emulated with a 3.6kW programmable
electronic load Chroma 63803). Figure 8 shows the
waveforms obtained for a load of 2.1 kVA. The inverters are
equally loaded, sharing the apparent power of the load.

b)
Fig. 7. Load sharing with equal nominal power of the inverters and inductive
loads. A) Purely inductive load 1 kVAr b) R-L Load = 1.41kVA / PF = 0.71 (Axis
scales: 100V/div; 5A/div)

Microgrid
voltage
Load
current

Inverter 2
output current

Inverter 1
output current

Fig. 8. Load sharing with equal nominal power of the inverters and nonlinear
load of 2.4kVA (CF = 1.6, DPF = 1) (Axis scales: 100V/div; 5A/div)
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In the next tests the inverter number 1 is configured for a
nominal output power of 2kVA. It is expected that (with the
proper adjustment of its virtual output impedance) it delivers
more power than the inverter number 2. The inverters are
configured as shown in table III.

Microgrid
voltage
Load
current

TABLE III: GRID-FORMING CONVERTERS CONNECTED IN PARALLEL

Nominal Output Voltage
Nominal Output Power
Output Virtual Impedance

Inverter 1 Inverter 2
230V@50Hz
2 kVA
1 kVA
2.5 Ω
5Ω

Inverter 2
output current

Inverter 1
output current

In figure 9 a highly resistive load of 3kW is connected to
the microgrid. The power delivered by the inverter #1 is 1.97
kVA (98.5% of its nominal output power), whereas the power
delivered by the inverter #2 is 0.99 kVA (99.6% of its nominal
output power).

a)

Microgrid
voltage

Microgrid
voltage
Load
current

Load
current
Inverter 2
output current

Inverter 2
output current

Inverter 1
output current

Inverter 1
output current

Fig. 9. Load sharing with resistive load and different nominal powers of the
inverters (Load 3 kW) (Axis scales: 100V/div; 5A/div)

A non-linear load of 1.55 kVA (CF=1.6, DPF=1) has been
also tested (figure 10.a). Inverter #1 is loaded with 1.05 kVA
(52.5% of its nominal output power), whereas inverter 2 is
loaded with 0.55kVA (55% of its nominal output power),
resulting that the power sharing remains in the expected
values. Moreover, an RL load of 1.41 kVA / PF = 0.71 is also
tested in the microgrid (figure 10.b), loading the inverters with
the 45% and the 62.8% of the nominal apparent output power
of each inverter.

b)
Fig. 10. Load sharing with different nominal powers of the inverters A) Nonlinear load = 1.55kVA, CF = 1.6, DPF = 1 b) RL Load = 1.41kVA / PF = 0.71
(Axis scales: 100V/div; 5A/div)

In the following, a higher unbalance in the output nominal
powers of the inverters is tested. The inverters are configured
as shown in table IV. The output impedance of the inverter 1
is set to 0.5 Ω (nominal power 5kVA), while the output
impedance of inverter 2 is adjusted to 5 Ω (nominal power
1kVA).
TABLE IV: GRID-FORMING CONVERTERS CONNECTED IN PARALLEL

Nominal Output Voltage
Nominal Output Power
Output Virtual Impedance

Inverter 1 Inverter 2
230V@50Hz
5 kVA
1 kVA
0.5 Ω
5Ω

Figure 11.a shows the load sharing achieved with a highly
resistive load of 3kW. Inverter #1 delivers 2.43 kVA and
#inverter 2 delivers 0.59 kVA, being loaded with 48.6% and
58.7%, respectively, of their maximum capacity. In figure 11.b
it is tested an RL load with a poor power factor (P = 1.41 kW /
PF = 0.71). Inverter #1 delivers 1.12kVA and inverter #2
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delivers 0.5kVA, corresponding to 22% and 50% of the
nominal output power of each inverter. Under the extreme test
conditions shown in table III, the load distribution is highly
unbalanced. However, it is clearly shown that the voltage
waveform is correctly generated; and the inverters on stream
perform a stable behavior.

Microgrid
voltage
Load
current

Inverter 2
output current
Inverter 1
output current

modulated signal. The modulation allows the parallel
operation of several inverters with a similar behavior to that of
a single voltage source whose nominal power is the sum of the
powers of the individual inverters. The microgrid voltage can
be correctly established, even using dispersed power
converters in the microgrid.
Moreover, the use of different programmable output virtual
impedances in each inverter achieves an acceptable load
sharing among inverters. Experimental results have been
obtained for different combinations of the nominal output
powers of the inverters, confirming the correct sharing of the
output power, even under poor power factor and non-linear
loads. The higher power unbalance between inverters tested
(1kVA and 5kVA) demonstrates that the synchronization
technique presented in this paper is valid for a realistic
microgrid scenario.
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